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RURAL ELECTRIFICATION CLUB PROBLEMS
FIRST YEAR
Prepared by
ROY L. DEROSE, EXTENSION RURAL ELECTRIFICATION SPECIALIST
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
This publication is largely a revision of the previ-
ous Nebraska First Year Rural Electrification Club Problems.
Additional material has been gathered and assembled from
numberous publications and bulletins.
Wire Size Tables were taken from "Handbook of Farm-
stead Wiring Design" by Industry Committee on Interior Wiring
Design, Tables D and E, page 52.
Acknowledgment is made to Syl Furtak, Ord^ Nebraska^
for cover design and drawings.
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PURPOSF1
The purpose of this publication is to
assist young, rural people to become "better ac-
"iiainted with electricity and its uses. Each year
.acre and more Nebraska farms are being supplied
with central station or Hi-Line electric service.
This means that most young people can look forward
to living on Nebraska farms that can be equipped
with electrical appliances and machines.
Better understanding of some of the
fundamentals of electricity will enable all of us
to use it more wisely and more beneficially. Care
and understanding will make possible a high degree
of safety.
Electricity will add to the general
comfort and convenience of living in the farm
home, and it should earn its way in actual cost
savings or by increasing the farm income.
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A. SAFETY
Electricity is perfectly safe when properly used, however, there are
certain precautions and rules which should "be observed to keep it safe at all
tlmefa. It would te well for each member to read, the following rules over
aeTaral times and remember them,
1. METER USE ELECTRIC WTRUG OR EQUIPMMT FOE PIAYFDL EXPERIMENTING OR
PRACTICAL JOEING.
2. A fallen or exposed wire should.
always be considered "live" until
it is definitely known to "be
'dead".
3. Always remember that moisture aids
the flow of electricity. A dry
board is a good insulator; a wet
board is not.
Never leave electric heating appliances
This it a fi eqr.ent cause of fires.
6.
LIVE WIRE
DEAD WIRE
r
connected when not in use.
Merer run common extension cords over steam or water pipes,
and moisture will "break down the insulating material.
The heat
Never run cords under rugs, in door Jambs, or in places where they are
subject to wear or injury,, Where the insulation of wires has "been worn
or "broken, a short circuit is likely to occur.
7« Do not attempt to repair a "hot" or "live" circuit. Always disconnect
extension cords and appliances from outlets "before working on them.
8, All electrical circuits should have protection in the form of fuses or
circuit "breakers lr> accordance with the requirements of the National
Electrical Code. (Example: 15 amp. fuse or circuit "breaker should "be
need for 15 amp. circuit.)
9. Do not attempt to change fuses in the dark or when the current -is
turned on. First open the switch ahead of the fuse. Fuses usually
""blow" as a result of an overload or a defective appliance in the
circuit. Be sure to remedy -one trouble "before replacing a fuse.
Tjgg_ ruses which have^  ratings higher than
the current carrying capacity of the wire, and
never resort to fuse substitutes^  Protection
against fire hazard ceases if the fuse does
not "burn out when an overload or short circuit
occurs .
11. Do not touch any wiring fixture, extension
cord, or appliance when standing in water or
when in contact with plumbing. SEVER EMDLS
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT WITH WET BMJDS .
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12. Do not locate an outdoor radio aerial on the same side of the house as
the electric service wires. An aerial should not cross over or under
power supply lines.
13. A farm wiring system should not be grounded to a windmill tower, drain
pipe, isolated water system, or lightning rod. A ground electrode
should preferably "be an approved, non-ferrous type ground rod.
ih. Do not remove a plug cap from an
outlet "by pulling or jerking on the
cord; grasp the cap itself.
15. If under normal working conditions,
an electric shock is received from
any part of an electric wiring
system or from equipment, the
trouble should be located and
remedied at once.
16. The frames of all motors and ap-
pliances of 220-2^ -0 volts should be
permanently and effectively grounded.
17. Do not use extension and drop cords where permanent
wiring should be used. Cords hanging on nails or
hooks constitute a serious fire hazard. It is
false economy, and usually hazardous to install a
drop light and bhen use double or triple sockets
and extension cords.
18. All electric wiring should be done by approved
methods, using materials approved by the Under-
writers Laboratories.
WRONCr
19. Have all wiring
inspector.
inspected by a qualified electrical
B. DEFINITIONS a ELECTRICAL TERMS
You should learn their meaning and be able to use these terms correctly:
Ampere - A quantity measure for electric current, similar
to "gallons per minute" which is used in a water
system. The rate of flow of current to appliances
and electric motors. It is often abbreviated "amp.".
Volt - Used as a measure for electric pressure, such as
"pounds per square inch" is used to indicate water
pressure. A dry cell battery has an electrical
pressure of about one and one-half volts; most farm
light plants are 32 volts; in Hi-Line electric power
for farm use, the voltage or pressure is usually 115
and 230 volts. WRONG
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Watt - This is a unit of electric power, similar to "horsepower". The watt is
""so small that the term kilowatt is generally used. One thousand watts are
equivalent to one kilowatt; kilo means one thousand. One volt multiplied
"by one amp. equals one watt: 115 volts multiplied "by 15 amps. equals 1725
watts.
Kilowatt - A kilowatt is 1000 watts or 1.3^  H.P.
Kilowatt hour - A unit of measuring electrical energy. A 100 watt lamp will
"burn for 10 hours in consuming 1000 watt hours or one kilowatt hour.
Electric meters on which we read kilowatt hours are called watthour meters.
It is often indicated Kwh or Kw-hr. 100 watts multiplied by 10 hours
equals 1000 watt hours divided "by 1000 equals 1 Kwh.
Fuse - A protective device used in electrical circuits to limit the
flow of electricity or amperes in the wire. It consists of a
strip of metal, having a low melting point, through which the
current must pass. When an attempt is made to overload the
circuit, the metal in the fuse melts or ""blows" . "Plug" and
"Cartridge" fuses are the two common types. ORDINARY PIUS
FOSE
CARTRIDGE FUSE
Fusetron - A protective device similar to a common plug type fuse.
It contains an alloy metal strip like a fuse, and it also has
a thermal cutout. This protective device is used to advantage
on circuits that run motors. The starting current of any
motor will often "blow an ordinary fuse, whereas the time-lag
feature of the fusetron will usually hold for a short period
of time, or until the motor returns to its normal running
current.
Fustat - A protective device with the same electrical features as
the fusetron, that is, an alloy metal strip and a thermal cut-
out. In addition, it has a safety feature. It requires the
use of an adapter. This will allow only the proper size fustat
to "be used. This feature makes "bridging or tampering with the
protective device practically impossible.
Fustat Adapter - An adapter that can "be used in any Edison "base or
regular type fuseholder. It screws in like a fuse and locks
in place. Only the proper size fustat can be inserted into
the adapter.
FUS6TRON
FUSTAT
ADAPTER
Automatic Circuit Breakers - A protective device used in electrical circuits to
limit the flow of current or amperes. They serve the same purpose as
fuses. When the ""breaker" handles are tripped "by an overload, the circuits
are opened. When the cause of "breaker tripping is corrected, the "breaker
is reset and the circuit is again closed.
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Switch - A device used
electric current,
water pipe line.
in an electrical circuit to start and stop the flow of
It serves a purpose similar to a valve or faucet in a
Conductors - Usually in the form of wire made from silver, copper, or aluminum
through or over which electrical -energy (electrons) are easily/moved.
Direct Current (DC) - Electricity flowing in one direction only, such as that
coming from a battery.
Alternating Current (AC) - Electricity flowing first in one direction and then
the other. Nearly all power line current is alternating current.
Sixty Cycle Current - Indicating the number of times per second (60) which AC
changes from one direction to another and back to its- original direction.
Circuit -.A path over which electricity flows. Usually two wires, one carries
the electricity to the load or the point td be used, and the other wire
carries it back to the source. Most homes have several circuits, each pro-
; :. tec ted with the proper fuse or automatic circuit breakers. . - .,
a- CJLosed Circuit - A continuous metal .path or circuit that is carrying
current. It is sometimes referred to as a "hot" or "live" circuit.
"b* Opgjj: Circuit - An intended or accidental opening of the metal pathway
or circuit, as when a switch is opened or when a fuse has burned out,
opening the circuit, and stopping the flow of electricity.
°* Short Cir_cuit - A short circuit is an improper or accidental contact
between electric wires, or from a wire and a path to the ground.
Convenience Outlet - A wiring device into which the two
metal prongs of the plug cap of an appliance cord
can be inserted when equipment is to be operated.
These outlets may be either double or triple, and
are usually located in the walls.
"Dead" or ^ Cold^  - An expression meaning the circuit or
wire is not electrified, This may be caused by a
burned out fuse.
OUTLIT
_"Live" or ^ Hot^ _ - An expression indicating a wire that
is electrified.
¥lre Gauge - A gauging instrument made of a flat piece
of hardened steel. Holes are drilled through the
gauge near the circumference, and slots of various
widths are cut from the circumference to these
holes. The slots are the gauges of the wire sizes
and not the holes. Wire sizes of Ho, 12 and No,
ih gauge ar^ commonly used for lighting circuits.
Insulation - A substance that conducts or carries electricity so poorly that the
amount passing through it is negligible. Rubber is a common insulation
material for wire covering. There are many other insulators such as air,
glass, dry cotton, oil, and synthetics.
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Power Outlet - A power outlet is usually a 3 wire 220 volt
"connection for equipment such as ranges, hog water
heaters, and motors of 1/2 H.P. size or larger.
POWER OUTLET
Rational Electrical Code - is set up as a standard for the
practical safeguarding of persons and "buildings from
hazards arising from the use of electricity. The Code
sets up minimum safe standards for the installation
and use of electrical wiring and appliances. (it is
suggested that each leader have a copy of the latest
National Electrical Code Book available for the
members to study).
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PROBLEM NO. 2
SPLICING
Suggested materials
No. lk or Ho. 12 rubber covered solid wire
(For Western Union Splice, Eattail Splice, and Fixture Splice)
1 ft. of Wo. l6 stranded wire for fixture splice
Eosin core solder or wire solder and flux
Rubber, friction, or electrical, tape.
Suggested tools
Electric soldering iron or gasoline torch and soldering iron
Electrician's pliers
Knife
Removing the insulation from the wire
Remove the insulation from the wires as shown in Figure No. 1. Be careful
not to nick or cut the wire. Ordinary copper wire is soft and easily damaged.
A few twists necessary for a splice or connection may cause the wire to "break.
Always scrape the bare wire clean with the back of a knife blade.
STARTING THE CUT CUTTIN& THE INSULATION PEELED WIRE
Fit). Mo. 1
Western Union Splice^
The Western Union Splice is used where a strain will be placed on the wire,
such as splicing a wire running from one building to another.
Procedure:
1. Remove about 3 inches of insulation from one end of each of two wires
as shown in Figure Ho. 1.
2. Scrape wires with back of knife blade to remove small particles of in-
sulation, The wires must be clean or the solder will not stick.
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3. Make a right angle bend in each wire about
See Figure No. 2.
1 inch from the insulation.
k. Hold the wires together with a pair of pliers. Tightly wrap each free
end of wire at least four times. Be sure the turns of wire are close
together. Wrap the wire ends close as shown in Figure No. 3«
5. Apply a soldering fluy or paste. Be sure that acid is not used as a
flux as it will tend to make the connection corrode. Soldering paste
may lie used. The purpose of tj^ e flux is to make the solder stick.
6. Heat the splice with a soldering copper until the wires are hot enough
to melt the solder, then apply the solder. If the wire "becomes too hot
the solder will not stick. Use just enough solder to fill the spaces
between the wires of the splice. Solder is used on the splice to in-
sure a good metallic contact between the wires and to prevent corrosion
of the wire. DO NOT use ACID COEE SOLDER. Have your leader inspect
Z22EI splice before taping. (See Figure No. k].
7. Wrap the splice with a piece of rubber tape as shown in Figure No. 5.
Stretch the tape as it is wrapped. Apply enough tape to equal the
thickness of the original rubber insulation, being certain that all
copper is covered. Eubber tape is a much better insulator than
friction tape, and must always be used next to the bare wire and under
the friction tape. The National Electrical Code which sets the standard
for electrical wiring requires the use of the foregoing methods.
8. Over the rubber tape, wrap a length of friction tape, being careful
that the friction tape is wrapped well over the original insulation.
Pull the friction tape tight as you wrap. (See Figure No. 6). Note:
The friction tape is started at the end opposite that on which the
rubber tape was started.
9. If electrical tape is used instead of rubber and friction tape -- tape
the splice as above. Be sure that all copper wire is covered.
Fiq.No.2- POSITION OF WIRES FOR TWISTING-
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Fiq. No3 - SPLICE WRAPPED
Fi'q.No.4-- SOLDERED SPLICE
Fiq.No.S~~ TAPING-A JOINT
RUBBER. TAPE FRICTION TAPE
Fiq.No.6- IS APPLIED RUBBER TAPE
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Rattail Splice
This splice is used when wires are spliced in an outlet "box or when there
is to be no strain applied to the wires.
Procedure;
1. Remove the Insulation from about 1 1/2 inches of the free ends of the
two wires, being certain to scrape the ends clean with a knife.
.^. Cross the wires as shown in Figure A, and twist together with a pliers,
as shown in Figure B.
3. Apply the soldering flux and heat the wires with a soldering copper
until they will melt solder. Apply enough solder to fill the spaces
between the wires. (See Figure C). Be sure to have the leader inspect
, splice at this point,
k. Wrap the splice with rubber tape starting as shown in Figure D, being
certain to have tape in the "V" between the wires and also over the end
of the connection.
5. Wrap with friction tape using the same procedure as used for the rubber
tape. Be sure to pull the tape tight as you wrap.
6. If electrical tape is used, wrap as rubber and friction tape.
Fiq. A f'o. B
FiqC Fig.D
%iRAT TAIL" SPLICE
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Fixture Splice
This splice is used for connecting a solid, and a stranded wire, or a small
solid wire such as we find in lighting fixtures.
Procedure;
1. Remove 1 1/2 inches of insulation from the end of the two wires. Scrape
the wire clean with a knife to insure a clean surface for soldering.
2. Bring the wires together and wrap the small or stranded wire around the
large wire, being careful that the wire is wrapped tightly. Bend the
end of the larger wire "back over the turns of the smaller as shown in
Figure Ho. 7-
3- Apply soldering flux, heat with soldering copper, and apply -solder to
fill cracks between the wires. Have your club leader inspect your
splices at this point.
. h. Wrap with rubber tape starting as shown in Figure No. 8. Be'sure to
pull the tape tight as you wrap, and apply enough tape to be equal to
the thickness of the original insulation.
5. Apply friction tape, pulling the tape tight as you wrap and wrapping
•„,. well over the other insulation.
Fiq.No.7- FIXTURE SPLICE "TAP I NO FIXTURE SPLICE
Requirements of a Good Splice
1. The wire should "be as strong at the splice as elsewhere.
2. The windings or wrappings shoiud be secure and held in placw
soldering or hazing,
3. The splice must be as well insulated as the rest of the wire.
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PROBLEM NO. 3
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
Material Required
No. 12 solid rufrber covered wire for hook
No. 8 solid rubber corered wire
"So. 18 extension cord
1 end lug for No. 8 wire
1 plug cap
Electrician's pliers
Hook for terminal screw connection
In fastening a wire to a switch or receptacle, it is well to make a hook on
the end of the wire so that as much surface as possible will contact the screw
and "base. To do this, remove 1/2" to 3A" of insulation, make a right angle
"bend in the wire, and draw the end around (as illustrated) to form the desired
hook. When the hook is made, "be sure to place it under the screw so the hook
will tend to close as the screw is tightened. In other words, the end of the
hook should point the way the screw tightens. Steps are shown in Figure Ho, 9«
FORMING HOOK FOR TERMINAL SCREW CONNECTION
PLACE HOOK SO IT WILL TEND TO CLOSE WHEN SCREW IS TI&HTEMED
Fig. No. 9
Underwriter's Knot
The underwriter's Knot is a knot placed in the end of a drop cord or an
extension cord to prevent the weight of the fixture or pulling on the cord from
disconnecting it at the screws. A very common use of this knot is in plug caps
if the size of wore and plug cap permits. The steps are shown in Figure No. 10.
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F/9- A/O./O - TYlNGr AN UNDERWRITER'S KNOT
Plug Cajp Connections
Plug caps are used on the end of appliance and extension cords to attach
these to the convenience outlets. The following steps list the procedure for
making the connections.
1. Remove a~bout 1 1/2 inches of secondary insulation from the end of the
wires, "being careful not to cut into the primary insulation.
2. Remove about 1/2 inch primary insulation from the end of the wire.
Slip the plug cap over the end of the wire.
3. Tie an Underwriter's Knot in the end of the cord as shown in Figure No.
11, if the size of the plug cap and cord permits.
k. Bring the wires around the cap prongs as shown in Figure Wo. 12. The
object of "bringing the wire around the prongs is to take the strain off
the small wires under the screws. Wrap the wires around the screws in
the same direction the screws are turned to prevent the wires from
working out from under the screws as they are turned down.
5. Some plug caps may "be constructed as the one shown in Figure No. 12a.
For this type it may "be more practical for the wire to go around the
prongs and follow the groove to the screw. Then place the wire around
the screw and tighten.
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Fig. No. II Fig. No. 12 Fig. No. 12 a
End Lug Connections
End lugs are used, on the ends of wires to make a secure connection under
"binding posts or screws. Lugs should "be used instead of eyes or hooks on No. 8
or larger wires. Secure an end lug for No. 8 wire and proceed as follows:
1. Remove the insulation from the end of the wire eq_ual to the depth of
the lug as shown in Figure No, 13.
2. Clean the end of the wire and apply flux to the wire and to the opening
in the lug.
3. Heat the end of the wire with the soldering copper and tin with solder.
Heat the lug "by holding it in the torch flame. Hold solder wire in the
end of the lua; until it melts and fills the lug. Place the wire in the
lug, hold i'o until the solder hardens.
g)
END LU& CONNECTION
PROBLEM NO. 4
TEST L A M P
Material
Weather proof socket
Bubber and friction tape or electrical tape
1 - 230 volt 25 watt lamp
Approximately 3 ft. of No. 12 rubber covered vire.
Making a Test: lamp
Details for making a test lamp are shown in Figure Wo. lk. Members of the
club who have electricity will find the test lamp useful around the farm and
home.
STRIP INSULATION
!/z INCH
No. 12 RUBBER COVE RED
WSRE
250-VOLT 25 WATT LAMP
WEATHER PROOF SOCKET
WIRE SPLICE I
RUBBER AND
FRICTION TAPE
A TEST LAMP
Fig. No. 14-
Farm wiring systems supplied with electric energy from a central station
(high line) may have 2 wire or 3 vire service. Where there are three wires
leading in from the transformer, the user has available two voltages (usually
115 and 230 volts)] if there are only two wires leading in from the transformer,
only one voltage (usually 115 volts) is available.
It is often necessary for
users to determine if circuits
are "hot". The use of a TEST LAMP
is one of the safest and most
convenient methods for making
this determination. If the cir-
cuit is "live", the brightness of
the lamp will indicate the voltage (115 or 230 volts).
bright across a 230 volt circuit; while across a 115 volt
CHECKING
C O N V E N I E N C E OUTLET CHECKING CIRCUITVOLTAGE
The lamp wil
circuit, it wil
with a reddish glow,
"open" or "dead".
Obviously, lamp
11 burn
11 burn
not light if the circuit is
Care should be taken in using the test lamp to keep the hands and fingers
on the insulated parts; if possible, U3_e_ only one hand, Do not use a 115 volt
bulb in a test lamp; it will burn out when placed across 230 volt circuit.
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PROBLEM NO, 5
READING THE ELECTRIC METER
Materials (if available)
An electric house meter
A dial from house meter (if possible)
Blackboard or meterboard (if possible)
The electric service meter which is usually mounted on a yard pole is known
as a watthour meter. It registers the number of kilowatt hours. In this
problem, club members will learn the method of reading the electric meter and
how to figure the number of kilowatt hours used during the month.
The electric meter is really a small motor with a jeweled movement. It
operates very easily and requires almost no current itself, even though it may
be metering large amounts of electricity.
The position of the meter dials, and the direction of rotation of the dial
hands are shown below. The reading on the meter is 0000 and is the same as the
reading on a new meter. The numbers below the dials indicate the reading on the
dials.
0 0 0
Fig. No. IB
When current begins to flow through the meter, the right dial-hand is the
first to start registering. The numbers on the dial register show the number of
kilowatt hours that have been used. When the right dial-hand has made nearly a
full revolution and is between 9 and 0, the hand on the second dial from the
right will approach 1; see Figure No. 16. In other words, the hand on the dial
to the right must make one revolution before the hand on the next dial moves
from one figure to the next. This applies to each of the dials on the meter
from right to left.
0
Fiq. Ho. 16
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After the meter has "been in use for a time, the hands on each of the dials
will have moved to a new position. In reading the meter, read the dials from
right to left. The dial to the extreme right registers units, the second from
the right tens, the third hundreds, while the dial on the extreme left registers
thousands. The reading on the meter in Figure Ho. 17 is ^ 379 •
Fiq. No. 17
When the hand is pointing "between two numbers, always read the lower of the
two. In the above dial, it appears that the reading might be ^ 389. The hand
between 7 and 8 on the second dial from the right is closer to 8 than 7, but
since we read the lowest number, 7 is the correct reading. Suppose the hand on
the second dial appeared to be opposite 8, but the hand on the first dial was
between 9 and 0. The second dial should not be read as 8 until the hand on the
dial to the right has passed 0=
The reading on the meter shown in Figure No. 18 is 4593• Suppose the
readings in Figures No. 17 and 18 were taken a month apart. Then the total
current consumption for the month would be if593 minus 3^79 or 2lk kilowatt hours
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The meters shown below have several different readings. The club member
should fill in the blanks to the right of the meter indicating the correct
reading. Readings should be checked at club meetings by the club leader.
KW. HRS.
KW. HRS
KW. HRS
KW. HRS
i. No. 19
Assume the readings on the last two meters are the readings for two con-
secutive months. The difference between the readings gives the number of kilo-
watt hours used for the month. This is kilowatt hours.
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Club members will fill in the table below figuring the coat of the kilowatt
hours mentioned in the previous paragraph. The local electric rate schedule
should be used. The column headed "Kw-hr." refers to the number of kilowatt
hours in the minimum and succeeding blocks. "Unit Bate" refers to the cost per
kilowatt hour in each block. "Cost" is the cost of a given block at its rate.
Block Kw-hr. Unit Rate Cost
Minimum
Second
Third
Fourth
Excess
TOTAL Kw-hr. $ Ave. cost per Kw-hr.
Figure the total cost of the kilowatt hours consumed at your local rate.
Also determine the average cost per kilowatt hour by dividing the total cost by
the number of kilowatt hours. Figure four separate monthly bills -- one for 35
kilowatt hours, another for 70 kilowatt hours, a third for 1^ -0 kilowatt hours,
and the fourth for 280 kilowatt hours. Also, find the average cost per kilowatt
hour in each case. Note that as consumption increases the average cost per unit
goes down.
Kw-hr. per month
35
70
1^ 0
280
Cost per Month Av. cost per Kw-hr.
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PROBLEM NO, 6
BUILDING A TOY ELECTRIC MOTOR
The electric motor is a very useful machine and can "be used for many farm
Jobs. In this problem, each member will build a toy motor. Directions for
making the motor -will be provided by your club leader.
Parts for the motor can be found about the farm with the exception of the
bell wire and dry cells. These parts can be purchased for about 60 cents.
WAEinHG: Do not, under any circumstances, attach -the motor wires to a lamp
socket or wall outlet. Serious injury from electrical shock may result.
- TOY ELECTRIC MOTOR
-23-
PROBLEM NO. 7
USES AND CONSUMPTION
The many uses of electricity rary on all farms. The different uses may "be
divided under three headings: lighting, heating, and power. Lighting is the
first thought and use vhen electric service is made available. However, the
uses increase as other equipment is purchased.
If lighting was the only electrical use in the rural home, it would be
rather expensive. A fixed or minimum charge is usually made for a given amount
of electricity (kilowatt hours). One of the common monthly minimum charges is
$3-50 for 50 kilowatt hours. The user pays this amount regardless of whether or
not he uses all of his 50 kilowatt hours (Kw-hr.). If lights alone were used,
probably about one-half this amount for which he is paying would be consumed.
In other words, if only 25 Kw-hr. were used, he would have remaining 25 ad-
ditional Kw-hr. for which he pays but does not use. It would be only good
economy to use other appliances in order to consume this "unused electricity".
In this problem, a study will be-made of the number of Kw-hr. which are
used by many farm electrical items. The listed Kw-hr. consumption figures are
average. In many cases, the consumption may be slightly higher or lower, de-
pending upon operating conditions.
Farm Homes
Lighting-
Radio
Eange
Water Heating
Clocks
Eefrigerator
Fan
Washing Machine
Hand Iron
Ironer
Oil Furnace
Vacuum Cleaner
Sewing Machine
Dishwasher
Toaster
Waffle Iron
Coffee Maker
Water Supply
All farm uses
Barn
v Milking .Machine
FARM ELECTRICAL ITEMS AND ESTIMATED (KWH)
Ave. Kilowatt Hour
30-40 kwh per month for farm
8 kwh "
120 kwh "
2kO kwh "
2 kwh "
30 kwh "
1 kwh per 8 to 10 hrs. use
2 'kwh tier month
h kwh " , "
9 kwh "
30 kwh "
3 kwh per year
1 kwh or less per month
2-|- kwh per month
3 kwh "
3 kwh "
Small use
30-60 kwh per month
Voltage Required
115
115
230
230
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115-230
Portable 1-gr kwh per cow per month 115
Pipe line 2 to 3 kwh per cow per month 115
H.P.
Barn
Clipping
Shearing
Silo Filling
Ensilage Cutter, 5
Hay Hoist, 5 H.P.
Mow Hay Curing, 5 H.P.
Poultry
Night Lighting
Water Warmer
Brooder
Egg Candler
Debeaker
Egg Cooling
Hogs
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Ave. Kilowatt Hour Yoltage Required
Brooding
Farm Shoi
Utility Motors, 1/4 H.P.
3-5 H.P.
Battery Charger
Welder
Paint spray (1/10-1/2 H.P.)
Lighting
Tool Grinder (1/4-1/3 H.P.)
Circular Saw (1/4-1/3 H.P.)
Soldering Iron
Concrete Mixer (1/4-1/3 H.P.
Drill Press
Lathe
Granary
Corn Shelling (l or 2 hole)
Feed Grinding (3-5 H.P.)
Feed Mixing (3/4 H.P. and
larger)
Portable Grain Elevator
Fanning Mill (1/4-1/3 H.P.)
Milk House
Pastuerizer (1-2 gal. size)
Separating Cream
Butter Churn
Milk Cooler
Miscellaneous
Electric Fence
Stock Tank Heater <••
1/10 kwh per hour of use 115
2 kwh to shear 100 sheep 115
l| kwh per ton 230
1 kwh per ton 230
1 kwh per 3 ton 230
40 kwh per ton of dry hay (variable) 230
5 kwh per 100 birds per month 115
1 kwh per day 115
•§• kwh per chick 115
Cost of.operating lamp 115
220 watts per hour of operation ,115
300 watts per hour of operation ,,, 115
35 kwh per "brooding period per litter 115
^ kwh per hour
1 kwh per H.P. per hour
2 kwh .to charge dead battery .
(4-5 kwh) depends on use
1-| kwh per 1000 sq. ft.
i to 3 kwh per month
~r kwh per hour
J kwh per hour
(60-500 watts) depends on use
i kwh per cu. yd.
•g- kwh per hour
Variable (220-1100 watts)
1 kwh per ton
1/10 to 3 per 100 Xbs.
1 kwh per ton
4 kwh per 1000 bu.
1 kwh per 100 "bu.
18 to 57 kwi per month
|- kwh per 1000 Ibs. of milk
l|- kwh per 100 Ibs. of "butter
1 kwh per 10 gal. of milk
7 kwh per month
3-0 to 60 kvrh per month
115
230
115-230
230
115 .
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115-230
230
230
115-230
115
115
115
115
115-230
115
115
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List below in space provided, the power rate in your locality.
Minimum Charge or Fixed Charge_ , which includes_ Kw-hr.
Next Kw-hr. at
" Kw-hr. at
Kw-hr. at
All over Kw-hr. at
List in the following tables the various items of electrical equipment which you
would select for your farm. List the equipment in the order of selection. Bear
in mind that the more Kw-hr. used, the lower the unit rate which in turn reduces
the average cost of each kilowatt hour. Eemember that some electrical equipment
is used more during the winter than in the summer and vice versa.
Electrical equipment selected—the use of which would not exceed the
minimum "bill or Kw-hr.
Electrical Equipment Probable Consumption Per Month
Choice of Electrical Equipment
Electrical Equipment Probable Consumption Per Month
Total Kw-hr.
Monthly Bill at your rates
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Write a paragraph giving your reasons for making the choices of electrical
equipment as you have listed them. This applies to new equipment which might "be
added aftor the minimum hill had been exceeded.
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APPENDIX FOR REFERENCE USE
Wire Sizes
Tl
•
14
•
12 10 8
Allowable Current Carrying Capacities of Copper Wire
Wire Size
Hi
12
10
8
6
k
2
0,
Amperes
BuVher Insul. in ca"ble
15
20
30
40
55
70
95
125
Rubber Insul. in
free air
20
25
40
55
80
105
i4o
195
Weatherproof
30
40
55
70
100
130
175
235
Wire Capacity
No matter hov large tlie wire or how small the current, when electricity
flows through a wire there is resistance to that flow causing a decrease in
electrical pressure called "voltage drop". Eesistance decreases as wire size
increases. Since wire size on a permanent installation cannot "be changed
readily and considerable cost is involved, it is necessary to anticipate the
wire capacity needed on the farmstead "before the wiring is done. Refer to the
tables on the next page for wire size recommendations.
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TABLE I.
WIRE SIZE TABLES
Wire Sizes Required for Loads up to 115 Amperes at
Two Per Cent Voltage Ik-op
Volts Based on
Load
in
Watts
575
690
805
920
1,035
1,150
1,3801,610
i,84o
2,075
2,300
2,8753,450
4,025
4,600
5,175
5,750
6,900
8,050
9,200
10,350
11,500
13,225
Load
in
Amp-
eres
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
70
80
90
100
115
Length of Run in Feet
30 40 50 60
14 14 14 14
14 14 14 14
14 14 14 14
14 14 14 12
14 14 12 12
14 14 12 12
14 12 12 12
14 12 12 10
12 12 10 10
12 12 10 10
12 10 10 8
10 10 8 8
10* 8 8 6
10* 8* 8 6
8* 8* 6 6
8* 6* 6 6
8* 6* 6 4
6* 6* 4 4
6* 6* 4 4
k* 4* 4* 2
l^-x- Ij.* I].-* 2
2* 2* 2* 2*
2* 2* 2* 2*
70 80 90 100
14 14 12 12
14 12 12 12
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 10
12 12 10 10
12 10 10 10
10' 10 10 8
10 10 8 8
10 8 8 8
8 8 8 6
8 8 8 6
8 6 6 6
6 6 6 4
6 6 4 4
6 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 2
4 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
2 2 2 1
2 2 1 1
2* 1 1 0
1* 0 0 0
125 150 175 200
12 10 10 10
10 10 10 8
10 10 8 8
10 8 9 8
10 8 8 8
8 8 8 6
8 6 8 6
8 6 6 6
6 6 6 4
6 6 4 4
6 4 4 4
4 4 4 2
4 2 2 2
4 2 2 2
2 2 2 1
2 2 1 1
2 1 1 0
1 1 0 00
1 0 00 00
0 00 00 000
0 00 000 000
00 000 000 4/0
00 000 4/0
225 250 275 300
8 8 8 8
8 8 8 6
8 8 6 6
6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6
6 6 6 4
6 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 2
4 4 2 2
4 2 2 2
2 2 2 1
2 1 1 1
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 00
0 0 00 00
0 00 00 000
000 000 000 000
ooo ooo 4/o 4/o
ooo 4/0 4/0
4/0 4/0
4/o
350 400
6 6
6 6
6 6
6 4
4 4
4 4
4 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 1
1 0
0 00
00 000
00 000
000 000
000 4/0
4/0
TABLE II.
Wire Sizes Required for Loads up to 115 Amperes at 230 Volta Based on
Two Per Cent Voltage Drop
Load
in
Watts
1,150
1,380
1,610
1,840
2,075
2,300
2,760
3,220
3,680
kjlko
4, 600
5,750
6,900
8,050
9,200
10,350
11,500
13 , 800
16,100
18,400
20,750
23,000
26,450
Load
in
Amp-
eres
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
70
80
90
100
115
Length of Run in Feet
50 60
14 14
14 14
14 14
14 14
14 14
14 14
14 14
14 14
12 12
12 12
12 12
10 10
10* 10*
10* 10*
10* 8*
8* 8*
8* 8*
6* 6*
6* 6*
4* 4*
4* 4*
2* 2*
2* 2*
70 80 90 100
Ik 14 14 14
14 14 14 14
14 14 14 14
14 14 14 14
14 14 14 14
111 il| li 12
125 150 175 200
14 14 12 12
14 12 12 12
12 12 : 12 12
12 12 12 10
12 12 10 10
12 10 10 10
14 14 12 12 | 10 10 10 8
12 12 12 12
12 12 12 10
12 12 10 10
12 10 10 10
10 10 10 8
10* 8 8 8
8* 8* 8 8
8* 8* 6 6
8* 8* 6 6
8* 6* 6 6
6* g* 6* 4
6* g* it. 4
k* k 4* 4*
k* 4* 4* 4*
2* 2* 2* 2*
2* 2* 2* 2*
1 0 1 0 8 8
10 8 8 8
10 8 8 6
• 8 8 8 6
8 6 6 6
6 6 6 4
6 6 4 4
6 4 4 4
6 4 4 4
4 4 4 2
4 2 2 2
4 2 2 2
2 2 2 1
2 2 1 1
2 * 1 1 0
2* 1* 0 0
225 250 275 300 •'
12 12 10 10
12 10 10 10
10 10 10 10
10 10 10 8
10 10 8' 8
10 8 9 8
8 8 8 - 6
8 8 6 6
6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6
6 6 6 4
6 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 2 2
4 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
2 2 2 1
2 1 1 1
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 00
0 0 00 00
00 00 00 000
00 00 000 000
350 400
10 10
10 8
8 8
8 8
8 8
8 6
6 6
6 6
4 4
4 4
4 4
4 2
2 2
2 2
2 1
1 1
1 0,
0 00
00 00
00 000
000 000
000 4/0
4/0 4/0
When size of conductor shown above is not available, next larger size should "be substi-
tuted.
* For minimum size of wire permissi"ble with various type of insulation, refer to tables in
National Electrical Code.
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How To Use Tables;
Suppose a barn is located 200 feet from the meter pole from
which it is desired to supply the load directly. A load of 2300 watts
is anticipated. Find size of wire for two-wire 115 volt feeder. For
three-wire 115-230 volt feeder.
Two-wire 115 volt; Refer to Table No. 1. For a load of
2300 watts and a distance of 200 feet, we find that No. k wire is
needed. Total amount of wire required is Jj-00 feet.
Three-wire 115-230 volt; Refer to Table No. 2. For a load
of 2300 watts and a distance of 200 feet, we find that No. 10 wire is
needed. Total amount of wire required is 600 feet.
NOTE: Outside overhead conductors shall not be smaller than No. 10
for spans up to 50 feet in length, and not smaller than No. 8
for longer spans.
Fuses:
Plug type or "screw in" fuses are usually used on 120 volt
circuits, up to 30 amperes. Larger sizes are of the cartridge type.
Many manufacturers of plug type fuses have adopted the
following color code for fuses and fustats•
15 amp. rating - Blue
20 amp. rating - Orange
25 amp. rating - Green
30 amp. rating - Green
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SUGGESTIONS FOE EXHIBITS AND FAIRS
1. Display toy electric motor. It might "be veil to have a "battery
accompany the display in order that the motor might run at least
part of the time.
2. Make up a neat, attractive display hoard (22 x 28 inches). On the
hoard, show soldered, hut untaped Western Union, Eattail, and
Fixture Splices. Also include hook for terminal screw connection,
(Use No. 12 ruhher covered wire) with proper size screw, end lug
connection (Use No. 8 wire), and test lamp. This hoard should he
titled and all articles laheled.
3. Make up a neat display hoard (22 x 28 inches) of different wire
sizes - No. 18 through No. 0. The insulation should he removed
from the end of each wire to show the actual wire size. For the
larger size wires, the insulation might he removed hy the step
method. The hoard should he titled and each wire properly laheled.
h. Make up a neat attractive poster of five or ten electrical safety
rules. Each member is to select the "safety reminder" he thinks
is most important. The lettering on these posters should he large
enough to he easily read.
5. Make up a neat attractive chart or poster, showing uses of
electricity on the farm, and how the cost per kilowatt hour de-
creases with more usage.
NOTE; Each year the Cluh Leader and/or the County Agent should review
the Glass B Premium List for Nehraska State Fair entries.
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SUGGESTED DEMONSTRATIONS
1. Demonstrate the making of a Western Union or another Splice, in-
cluding proper taping, as outlined in Problem Wo. 2.
A. Suggested explanation for p_art of the splicing
demons tration.
Poor connections are hazards. Insecure or
lose connections at splices or "building posts
are a hazard. Such connections offer resistance
to the flow of current which causes heating at
the splice. Splices should "be made with approved
connectors and properly insulated; or properly
and firmly twisted, soldered, and then insu-
lated, first with rubber and then with friction
tape.
2. Wiring for safety.
A. Demonstrate how wire size and load affect the
safety of the wiring systems and the function of
a fuse. (Club leader has a suggested setup and
explanation).
NOTE:
The above suggested demonstrations can be given by
at least two members of the club. For example, on
the splicing demonstration, one member can explain
the different steps, whereas the other member can be
working on the splice.
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USE TEES SHEET FOE NOTES
